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HIERARCHICAL SWITCHING IN ULTRA-HIGH DENSITY ULTRASOUND ARRAY

FIELD OF INVENTION

This application relates generally to systems for delivering high intensity, therapeutic

acoustic energy from a multi-element transducer, e.g., a high density, phased-array

transducer, to a targeted tissue region in a patient.

BACKGROUND

It is well-known to use high intensity, focused acoustic wave energy, such as

ultrasonic waves (i.e., acoustic waves having a frequency greater than about 20 kilohertz) to

generate thermal ablation energy for treating internal body tissue, such as tumors. It is also

well-known to employ an imaging system, such as a MRI system, in order to guide the

delivery of such high intensity ultrasound energy to the targeted tissue area, and to provide

real-time feedback of the actual delivered thermal energy. One such image-guided, focused

ultrasound system is the Exablate® 2000 system manufactured and distributed by InSightec

Ltd, located in Haifa, Israel (www.Insightec.com). By way of illustration, Fig. 1 is a

simplified schematic representation of an image-guided, focused ultrasound system 100 used

to generate and deliver a focused acoustic energy beam 112 to a targeted tissue mass 104 in a

patient 110. The system 100 employs an ultrasound transducer 102 that is geometrically

shaped and physically positioned relative to the patient 110 in order to focus the ultrasonic

energy beam 112 at a three-dimensional focal zone located within the targeted tissue mass

104. The transducer 102 may be substantially rigid, semi-rigid, or substantially flexible, and

can be made from a variety of materials, such as plastics, polymers, metals, and alloys. The

transducer 102 can be manufactured as a single unit, or alternatively, be assembled from a

plurality of components. While the illustrated transducer 102 has a "spherical cap" shape, a

variety of other geometric transducer shapes and configurations may be employed to deliver a

focused acoustic beam, including linear (planar) configurations. The ultrasound system 100

may further include a coupling membrane (not shown), such as an inflatable body or a

balloon filled with degassed water, for providing or improving the acoustic coupling between

the transducer 102 and the skin surface of the patient 110.

The transducer 102 may be formed of relatively large number of individually

controlled elements 116 mounted on a distal (outward) facing surface 118 (best seen in Fig.

2) of the transducer 102. Each transducer element 116 may itself comprise one or more

(adjacent) piezoelectric members electrically connected to a same drive signal supplied from



a system controller 106. During operation, the individual piezoelectric members each

contribute a fractional part of the ultrasound energy beam 112 by converting the respective

electronic drive signal into mechanical motion and resulting wave energy. The wave energy

transmitted from the individual piezoelectric members of the transducer elements 116

collectively forms the acoustic energy beam 112, as the respective waves converge at the

focal zone in the targeted tissue mass 104. Within the focal zone, the wave energy of the

beam 112 is absorbed (i.e., attenuated) by the tissue, thereby generating heat and raising the

temperature of the tissue to a point where the cells are denatured ("ablated").

An imager (e.g., an MRI system) 114 is used to generate three-dimensional images of

the targeted tissue mass 104 before, during, and after the wave energy is delivered. The

images are thermally sensitive so that the actual thermal dosing boundaries (i.e., the

geometric boundaries and thermal gradients) of the ablated tissue may be monitored. The

location, shape, and intensity of the focal zone of the acoustic beam 112 is determined, at

least in part, by the physical arrangement of the transducer elements 116 and the physical

positioning of the transducer 102. The location, shape, and intensity of the focal zone may

also be controlled, at least in part, by controlling the respective output (e.g., phase and

amplitude) of the individual transducer elements 116 by a process known as "electronic

steering" of the beam 112. Examples of such physical positioning systems and techniques,

and of electronic beam steering, including driving and controlling the output of individual

transducer elements, can be found in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,506,154, 6,506,171, 6,582,381,

6,613,004 and 6,618,620.

In order to accommodate variations in treatment procedures and to access interior

body regions that are difficult if not impossible to treat with a more conventional, e.g.,

spherical cap, ultrasound transducer, it may be desirable to employ an ultra-dense transducer

array containing a relatively large number of individual elements. Although each element is

preferably relatively small, such as on the order of the wavelength of the acoustic energy

transmitted, given the large number of available elements, it would only be necessary to

activate a relatively small subset of such elements in order to deliver a sufficient amount of

acoustic energy to the focal zone. However, individual drive signals would still have to be

provided to each transducer element in order for the transducer element to transmit energy,

and it would still be desirable to be able to activate any given element with any one of a

number of possible drive signal phases, in order for the transducer array to achieve an optimal

performance. While a switching mechanism may be used to connect an appropriate drive

signal to the respective transducer elements, as the number of transducer elements grows, a



conventional switching mechanism would become cumbersome and cost-prohibitive to

employ and control.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, a system is provided for

selectively connecting respective drive signals to respective transducer elements of an ultra¬

high density array of transducer elements in a focused ultrasound system. In one

implementation, an ultrasonic transducer used for transmitting acoustic energy for thermal

tissue treatment includes a relatively large number of transducer elements. By way of non-

limiting example, the transducer may take the form of a flexible or semi-flexible strip that

may be attached directly or indirectly to an exterior body surface for delivering targeted

acoustic energy to tissue in an internal region of the body. The individual transducer

elements may be individually formed or provided on relatively small substrates (e.g., with

each substrate comprising an array of transducer elements) that are attached to the transducer

body. In order to drive the selected transducer elements at the appropriate phases, a drive

signal generator may be employed to generate a number of possible drive signals having the

same frequency, each drive signal being out of phase with the others by a selected phase

offset amount. A two-tier, hierarchical switching fabric is then employed to connect selected

drive signals to selected transducer elements that are to be activated for a given tissue

sonication.

In one embodiment, a first tier of the switching fabric selects a drive signal to be

supplied to an identified subset of one or more transducer elements, and a second tier of the

switching fabric connects the selected drive signal to the identified transducer element(s). In

one embodiment, the first tier is implemented as a plurality of first tier switching modules,

and the second tier is implemented as a plurality of second tier switching modules. Each first

tier module has a number of inputs, each input coupled to a respective drive signal, where the

number of inputs is equal to the number of drive signals. The inputs are selectively

connectable to a common first tier module output via a respective first tier switch, e.g., a

transistor or MEMs device. A respective drive signal selection control signal is received by

the first tier modules for causing a selected one of the first tier switches to be activated to

thereby couple a selected one of the drive signals to the respective first tier module output.

Each second tier switching module has a common input that is connected to an output

of a respective first tier module. The second tier module inputs are selectively connectable to
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one or more second tier module outputs via a plurality of respective second tier switches, e.g.,

transistors and/or MEMs devices. Respective element selection control signals are received

by the second tier modules for causing selected ones of the second tier switches to be

activated, thereby coupling the respective drive signals to the selected second tier outputs.

Individual groups of k transducer elements are connected (e.g., hard-wired or by using

individual summing networks) to respective outputs of the second tier modules, where the n

total transducer elements are connected in groups of k elements each to n/k total second tier

modules.

The respective first and second tier switching modules may be provided in a

substantially 1:1 ratio, where the output of a given first tier switching module is directly

connected to the input of a second tier switching module. It will be appreciated that the

physical implantation of the two-tier switching fabric need not necessary take for form of

distinct first and second "modules," and that embodiments of the invention make take a

variety of physical forms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the

accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate similar elements, and in which:

Figs. 1-2 are simplified schematic representations of an exemplary image-guided

focused ultrasound system;

Fig. 3 is a simplified schematic illustration of an ultra-high density transducer element

array;

Figs. 4a-c are simplified schematic illustrations of a control system including a multi-

tier switching fabric for selectively connecting drive signals to individual transducer elements

of an ultra-high density transducer array of a focused ultrasound system, in accordance with

one embodiment of the invention; and

Fig. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the process used by a system for providing a selected

drive signal to a plurality of selected transducer elements, in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, references to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

mean that the feature being referred to is included in at least one embodiment of the

invention. Further, separate references to "one embodiment" in this description do not
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necessarily refer to the same embodiment; however, neither are such embodiments mutually

exclusive, unless so stated and except.

Embodiments of the invention include systems for selectively coupling one of a

number of discrete drive signals to selected transducer elements of a high density array. The

transducer elements of the array may be divided into individual groupings, with each

grouping of transducer elements selectively coupled to a respective drive signal. In this

manner, each transducer element in a given grouping may operate with the same phase. It

may be desirable to connect only a single transducer element of a particular grouping to a

respective drive signal, or it may be preferable to connect more than one transducer element

of a grouping to a drive signal. In alternate embodiments (not depicted or further described

herein), each grouping may be selectively coupled to multiple drive signals using a summing

network, which is a network of passive components wired between adjacent transducer

elements. This alternate approach enables manipulation and variation of the otherwise

limited number of drive signals that are available to supply to the respective transducer

element groupings. Briefly, the summing networks compose corrected drive signals from the

planned drive signals and the relationship(s) between the adjacent elements. These networks

are static and may represent a way to correct for geometric adjustments and any trimming of

the drive signal, which may be pre-calculated and pre-adjusted by a static shift or summing

the drive signals of adjacent transducer elements. In such alternate embodiments, each

transducer element in a given grouping may operate with a phase that is a product of the

particular summing network. Again, it may be desirable to connect only a single transducer

element of a grouping to the respective phase signal, or it may be preferable to connect more

than one transducer element to the signal.

More particularly, a switching network according to embodiments of the invention is

designed to rout appropriate drive signals to each transducer element of the transducer array

using minimum number of source signals in order to drive a very large community of

transducer elements in the array. The switching network employs switching modules which

enable dynamic routing of drive signals to any specific element by employing a hierarchical

approach.

In one implementation, a multi-tier switching fabric is provided to connect one or

more of each grouping of transducer elements with a selected drive signal. A first tier of the

switching fabric receives a plurality of drive signals and selectively outputs a single drive

signal with a particular phase offset. A second tier of the switching fabric receives and

couples the selected drive signals to selected ones or groupings of the transducer elements.
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For example, the first tier of the switching element may select a first drive signal with a first

phase offset for a first grouping of transducer elements, and a second drive signal with a

second phase offset for a second grouping of transducer elements. The second tier switching

fabric may include a number of second tier switching modules, such as, for example, one

second tier switching module for each grouping of transducer elements. Each second tier

switching module receives a respective drive signal output from the first tier switching fabric,

and selectively couples the received drive signal to one or more transducer elements

connected to that'module that are to be activated for a given sonication.

As shown in Fig. 3, a transducer 300 constructed according to one embodiment

includes a high density array of individual transducer elements 304 for generating acoustic

wave energy in a focused ultrasound system. In various embodiments, the transducer 300

may be implemented, for example, as a flexible substrate or band that may be placed around

and/or coupled to an exterior surface (skin) of a patient, e.g., in a belt-like fashion. In another

embodiment, the transducer 300 may be alternatively be implemented as a rigid structure,

which is directly or indirectly coupled to a patient. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the

transducer 300 comprises an array of transducer tiles, 302a-302m, with each tile 302

comprising an array of individual transducer elements 304a-304i. Thus, in embodiments in

which each of the transducer tiles 302a-302m has a same (or substantially same) number of

transducer elements 304i, the total number of transducer elements n is equal (or

approximately equal) to m*i. The individual transducer elements 304a-304i of each tile are

hard-wired to a switching front end (Fig. 4) in order to selectively couple activation drive

signals to the elements for generating acoustic wave energy. For example, respective

groupings of k transducer elements 304 may be hard-wired to corresponding outputs of

respective switching modules (described below in conjunction with Fig. 4) associated with

the switching front end.

The particular transducer elements that are connected to a given second tier module

will be a design consideration and the connection patterns may vary among embodiments of

the invention. For example, it may be desirable to select the locations of the k elements

connected to a given second tier module based on achieving physical proximity or diversity

of the respective individual elements in each grouping. Alternatively, it may be desirable to

randomly connect the groupings of transducer elements to the respective switching modules,

without any regard for the particular location on the transducer of the k elements. In one

embodiment, the group size k corresponds to the number of transducer elements 304 located

on a single tile 302, and the groupings are connected on a tile-by-tile basis. In another



embodiment, the groupings comprise individual elements 304 located on different tiles 302.

For example, each grouping may include one transducer element 304 from each tile 302a-

302m, where the group size is m. In other embodiments, each grouping may include a

differing number of transducer elements 304, which may be randomly or pseudo-randomly

distributed across the respective tiles 302a-302n. Moreover, the individual transducer

elements 304 may be provided in different forms than on the tile arrays 302, which is just one

example, and embodiments of the invention may be useful and suitable for any transducer

embodiment having a substantially high number of individually activatable elements, and are

particularly suitable for ultra-high density arrays containing a relatively high number of

individually activatable elements.

Although the individual transducer elements are preferably relatively small (and, thus,

each transmits a relatively low power wave), what they lack in individual power output is

made up for in the quantity of possible elements that may be simultaneously fired for a given

sonication. Notably, a relatively small percentage of the total number of transducer elements

(e.g., on the order of 5% or 10%) are typically activated for a given sonication. The

individual transducer elements to be activated, along with the respective drive signal

attributes (e.g., phase and amplitude) for each element, may be selected or determined by a

planning system incorporated within the focused ultrasound system. The transducer elements

may be "localized" relative to the focal zone, e.g., by using a positioning system to identify

the respective locations of the transducer elements in a reference frame including the target

tissue region and acoustic window (transmission path). This information, along with three-

dimensional images of the internal body region including the target tissue region, can be used

to identify a preferred and/or optimal combination of individual transducer elements to be

activated. The element selection criteria may include many factors, such as, e.g., avoiding

acoustic energy transmission through sensitive body tissue (e.g., ribs or lungs).

Fig. 4a is a block diagram illustrating a first switching front end embodiment 400,

which generally includes a drive signal generator 402, a controller 404, and a plurality of

switching elements 406a-j. The drive signal (or "phasor") generator 402 generates a plurality

of drive signals 403 at a selected frequency, that may be used to drive transducer elements

304a-304n, the use of transducer elements 304a-304n in all the switching elements 406a to

406j is for purposes of simplicity and is not intended to mean that the same elements are

connected to all switching elements.

In particular, the respective drive signals 403 generated by the drive signal generator

402 are phase shifted from each other, such that each drive signal has a distinct phase offset



from a base signal. By way of non-limiting example, in one embodiment, the drive signal

generator 402 may supply twelve distinct drive signals 403 at a selected frequency, the drive

signals being successively offset in phase by 30° each, i.e., where the respective drive signals

are phase offset from a base signal (0°) by: 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210°, 240°, 270°,

300°, and 330°.

Many other embodiments are also possible, e.g., the drive signal generator 402 may

supply eighteen distinct drive signals 403 at a selected frequency and successively offset in

phase by 20° each, i.e., 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120°, 140°, 160°, 180°, 200°, 220°, 240°,

260°, 280°, 300°, 320°, and 340°. Other phases may also be combined to drive elements in

embodiments that are driven from a summation network instead of from a single drive signal.

It may be desirable to adjust the output power (amplitude) of the respective drive signals

upward or downward, depending on the actual number of transducer elements the respective

signals will drive during a given sonication, in order to reduce variations in the acoustic

impedance of the individual acoustic waves as they converge in the focal region.

The controller 404 outputs control signals that are used to control switching elements

406a-j. Each of the switching elements 406a-j operates to select one drive signal 403' from

the plurality of drive signals 403 generated by the drive signal generator 402, and to provide

the selected drive signal 403' to selected ones of the transducer elements 304a-304n, as

specified by the controller 404.

In one implementation, each of the switching elements 406a-j is a hierarchical

switching element that includes, for example, a first tier switching module 408a-j, and a

second tier switching module 410a-j. The first tier switching module 408a-j may be used to

select one drive signal 403' from the plurality of drive signals 403 output by the drive signal

generator 402, and the second tier switching module 410a-j may be used to provide the

selected drive signal 403' to selected ones of the switching elements 304a-304n.

As shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the first tier switching module 408a receives a plurality

of drive signals 403 from the drive signal generator 402, and receives a drive signal selector

405 from the controller 404. The first tier switching module 408a operates to select one drive

signal 403' from the plurality of drive signals 403 based on the drive signal selector 405, and

outputs the selected drive signal 403' to the second tier switching module 410.

The drive signal selector 405 contains sufficient information to allow the first tier

switching module 408a to select one drive signal 403' from the plurality of drive signals 403.

The drive signal selector 405 may contain a plurality of signals, as shown in Fig. 4b, or may

contain a single signal, as shown in Fig. 4a. In one implementation, the first tier switching



module 408a may contain a de-multiplexer that allows a single drive signal selector 405 to be

used.

As shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the second tier switching module 410 receives a selected

drive signal 403' from the first tier switching module 408a, and receives one or more

transducer element selectors 411 from the controller 404. The information received in the

one or more transducer element selectors 411 may be sufficient to describe which of the

transducer elements 304a-n in the grouping are to be turned on at a particular time. Although

the one or more transducer element select signals 411 are depicted in Fig. 2 as a plurality of

signals received in parallel, the one or more transducer element select signals 411 could be

received in series or in parallel. Furthermore, the one transducer element select signal 411

could be provided to the second tier switching module 410a, that a number of transducer

element select signals 411 equal to the number of transducer elements 304a-n in the grouping

could be provided to the second tier switching module 410a, or that another number of

transducer element select signals 411 could be provided. In one implementation, the second

tier switching module 410a contains a de-multiplexer that allows a single input signal 4 11 to

be used.

The information received in the one or more transducer element selectors may be

sufficient to describe which of the transducer elements 304a-304n in the grouping are to be

turned on at a particular time. Based on the one or more transducer element selectors, the

drive signal received from the first tier switching module 408a-b is provided selectively to

those transducer elements that are to be turned on.

While the switching mechanism has been described in terms of discrete switching

elements 406a-j, each switching element including a first tier switching module 408a-j and a

second tier switching module 410a-j. In particular, it is contemplated that a single first tier

switching module 408 may be provided for a plurality of second tier switching modules 410a-

j . Alternate configurations for the switching fabric are illustrated in Fig. 4c.

Fig. 4c is a block diagram illustrating a system for switching transducer elements

("switching front end"). The system 420 of Fig. 4c is similar to the system 400 of Fig. 4a.

However, in the system 420 of Fig. 4c, the mapping of first tier switching modules to second

tier switching modules need not be one to one. In particular, the system 420 of Fig. 4c may

include a single first tier switching module 422a that provides drive signals to a plurality of

second tier switching modules 424a-k.

As shown in Fig. 4c, the system 420 may include a drive signal generator 402 and a

controller 404, similar to those discussed above with reference to Fig. 4a. Furthermore, the



system 420 may include a first tier switching fabric 426 and a second tier switching fabric

428. The first tier switching fabric 426 may be made up of one or more first tier switching

modules 422a-j, and the second tier switching fabric 428 may be made up of one or more

second tier switching modules 424a-k.

Each of the first tier switching modules 422a-j may be coupled to one or more second

tier switching modules 424a-k . Each of the first tier switching modules 422a-j may be

configured to output one drive signal 403' to each of the second tier switching modules 424a-

k coupled to it. The fist tier switching modules 422a-j need not output the same drive signal

to each of the second tier switching modules 424a-k, but may provide a first drive signal 403'

to a second tier switching module 424a, a second drive signal 403" to another second tier

switching module 424b, and so on.

Each of the second tier switching modules 424a-k may be associated with one

grouping 430 of transducer elements 304a-p. Each of the second tier switching modules

424a-k may be coupled to the transducer elements 304a-p in the grouping 430. Each of the

second tier switching modules 424a-k may receive one drive signal 403' from a first tier

switching module 422a-j, and may output the received drive signal 403' to selected ones of

the transducer elements 304a-p in the grouping 430.

As discussed above with reference to Fig. 3, each grouping 430 of transducer

elements 304a-p may include, for example, a plurality of transducer elements that may be

located on one tile, or may include a plurality of transducer elements located, for example, on

a plurality of tiles. In alternate embodiments, the transducer elements may not be located on

tiles but may nevertheless be formed into groupings.

In one implementation, each of the first tier switching elements 422a-j receives a

plurality of drive signals 403 from the drive signal generator 402, and receives one or more

drive signal selectors 405 from the controller 404. The first tier switching elements 426a-j

operate to select a drive signal 403' from the plurality of drive signals 403 for each of the

second tier switching elements 424a-k coupled to it, based on the drive signal selectors 405.

Each of the first tier switching elements 422a-j outputs the appropriate selected drive

signal(s) 403' to each of the second tier switching modules 424a-k coupled to it.

Each of the second tier switching modules 424a-k receives a selected drive signal

403' from a first tier switching module 422a-j, and receives one or more transducer element

selectors 411 from the controller 404. The information received in the transducer element

selectors 411 may be sufficient to describe which of the transducer elements 304a-p in the

grouping 430 are to be turned on at a particular time. Based on the transducer element



selectors 4 11, the drive signal 403' received from the first tier switching module 422a-j is

provided selectively to those transducer elements 304a-p that are to be turned on.

While the switching mechanism has been described in terms of discrete first tier

switching modules 422a-j coupled to second tier switching modules 424a-k. In particular, it

is contemplated that a single first tier switching module 422a may be provided for a plurality

of second tier switching modules 424a-k. The single first tier switching fabric 422a may

receive a plurality of drive signals 403 from the drive signal generator 402, and may output

one drive signal 403' to each of the second tier switching modules 424a-k.

In another implementation, a number of first tier switching modules 422a-j may each

be coupled to a number of second tier switching modules 424a-k. In this implementation, the

number of second tier switching modules 422a-k coupled to each first tier switching module

424a-j may be limited, for example, to ensure that the signal strength is sufficient to drive the

transducer elements 304a-p.

In some implementations, each drive signal 403 may be applied to a varying number

of transducer elements 304a-p, as each drive signal 403 may be provided to a varying number

of second tier switching modules 424a-j, and as each of the second tier switching modules

424a-j may provide the drive signal 403 to varying numbers of transducer elements 305a-p.

However, when the number of second tier switching modules 424 and the number of

transducer elements 304a-p is large, statistical distribution may limit this variation. Thus, it

may not be necessary to adjust the power of the drive signals 403 based on the load.

However, in some implementations, the power of each drive signals 403 may be adjusted

based on the number of transducer elements 304a-p to be driven. For example, the controller

404 may adjust the power of the drive signals 403.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart illustrating a process used by embodiments o the invention for

providing a drive signal to a plurality of transducer elements. As shown in Fig. 5, at step 500,

wherein transducer elements may be identified for a given sonication, and phases may be

identified for each transducer element. Step 500 may be performed, for example, by a

controller that receives image data, such as MRI data, and determines which transducer

elements are to be turned on, and at which phase to operate each transducer element.

At step 502, a plurality of drive signals may be received. The plurality of drive

signals may be received, for example, from a drive signal generator. The plurality of drive

signals may be phase shifted such that each drive signal has a distinct phase.



At step 504, a drive signal may be selected from the plurality of drive signals. The

drive signal may be selected, for example, based on a drive signal selector received from a

controller.

In step 506, one or more transducer elements may be selected. The transducer

elements may be selected, for example, from the grouping of transducer elements. The

transducer elements may be selected based on one or more transducer element selectors that

are received, for example, from a controller.

In step 508, the selected drive signal may be applied to the selected transducer

elements. The drive signal may be applied, for example, to activate the transducer elements

to produce ultrasound energy.

In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to

specific embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and

changes may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the

invention. For example, the reader is to understand that the specific ordering and

combination of process actions shown in the process flow diagrams described herein is

merely illustrative, and the invention can be performed using different or additional process

actions, or a different combination or ordering of process actions.

For example, while the invention has been described in terms of one drive signal

generator that outputs drive signals for all the transducer elements, it is contemplated that

more than one drive signal generator may be provided. Each drive signal generator may be

dedicated to provide a plurality of drive signals to specific switching mechanisms, or to

specific transducer elements. Alternatively or in addition, each drive signal generator may be

dedicated to provide one or more signals with one or more particular phases. Further, as

briefly described above, each grouping may be selectively coupled to multiple drive signals

using a summing network to' enable further manipulation of the available drive signals. In

such alternate embodiments, each transducer element in a given grouping may operate with a

phase that is a product of the particular summing network.



CLAIMS:

1. A system for delivering target acoustic energy, comprising:

a transducer having a multiplicity of transducer elements;

a controller;

a plurality of first tier switching modules, each first tier module receiving as inputs a

plurality drive signals having phase differences, and configured to selectively output one of

the drive signals based on a respective drive signal selection signal received from the

controller, and

a plurality of second tier switching modules, each second tier module receiving as an

input a selected drive signal output from a respective first tier module, and configured to

selectively couple the drive signal to one or more transducer elements of a respective

grouping of transducer elements based on a respective transducer element selection signal

received form the controller.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the respective grouping of transducer elements are

fixedly connected to the respective second tier switching module.

3. The system of claims 1 or 2, wherein each of the multiplicity of transducer elements is

part of a respective one of a plurality of groupings of transducer element, and wherein the

transducer elements of each grouping are fixedly connected to a respective one of the second

tier switching modules.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the multiplicity of transducer elements are

implemented as a plurality of transducer element arrays, each array being formed on a

separate substrate.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein substantially all of the transducer elements of at least

one grouping are located on a single one of the arrays.

6. The system of claim 4, wherein substantially all of the transducer elements of at least

one grouping are located on different arrays.



7. The system of any of claims 1-6, further comprising a plurality of switching elements,

each switching element comprising a respective first tier module and a respective second tier

module, wherein the second tier module receives as an input the selected drive signal output

from the first tier module of the same switching element.

8. The system of any of claims 1-6, further comprising a first tier switching fabric and a

second tier switching fabric, the first tier fabric comprising the plurality of first tier modules

and the second tier fabric comprising the plurality of second tier modules.

9. The system of any of claims 1-8, wherein the controller is configured to supply the

respective drive signal and transducer element selection signals to the first and second tier

switching modules in order to activate a selected subset of the transducer elements to thereby

transmit a targeted acoustic energy burst.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein each of the multiplicity of transducer elements is part

of a respective one of a plurality of groupings of transducer element, the transducer elements

of each grouping being fixedly connected to a respective one of the second tier switching

modules, and wherein the subset of transducer elements comprises less than all of the

transducer elements of at least one grouping.

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the multiplicity of transducer elements are

implemented as a plurality of transducer element arrays, each array being formed on a

separate substrate, and wherein the subset of transducer elements comprises less than all of

the transducer elements of at least one array.
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